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ABSTRACT:  Let 
mC  denote a cycle of length m and 

nK  a complete graph of order n. In 

this paper we establish an upper bound for the Ramsey number of ),( 96 KCr  by proving 

that 46),(41 96 ≤≤ KCr .  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

All graphs considered in this paper are undirected and simple. Cm, Pm, Km    and  Sm 

stand for cycle, path, complete, and star graphs on m vertices, respectively. The open 

neighborhood of  a vertex u  is the set of  all vertices of  G  that are adjacent to u , 

denoted by )(uN  and the closed neighborhood of  u  is  )(}{][ uNuuN ∪= . The 

minimum degree of all vertices in G is denoted by )(Gδ . If )(1 GVV ⊂   and 1V   is a 

nonempty set, the subgraph of  G whose vertex set  is 1V  and whose edge set is the set 

of these edges of  G  that have both ends in 1V  is called the subgraph of  G  induced by 

1V , denoted by GV >< 1 or ][ 1VG  . If )(, 21 GVVV ⊆ , we use ),( 21 VVE  to denote the set of 

the edges between 1V  and 2V . The set  )(GVA ⊆  is called an independent set if any 

two vertices of  A  are non adjacent. The independence number of a graph G is the 

order of the largest independent set, and is denoted by ).(Gα  
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The cycle-complete graph Ramsey number ),( mn KCr  is the smallest integer N such 

that every graph of order N contain a cycle Cn on n vertices or Ğ contains the complete 

graph Km, where Ğ is the complement of G. Chartrand and Schuster [5] proved For all 

3>n , .12),( 3 −= nKCr n Bondy and Erdȍs [3] proved that For all 22 −≥ mn , 

1)1)(1(),( +−−= mnKCr mn . In 1978, Erdȍs, Faudree, Roussean and Schelp [6] 

conjectured the following. 

1)1)(1(),( +−−= mnKCr mn   for all  3≥≥ mn , and  ).3,3(),( ≠mn  

The conjecture was confirmed for n=3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (see [15], [4], [13], and [16]). 

Nikiforov [11] proved the conjecture for all 24 2 +≥ mn , 3≥m . In related work, 

Radziszowski and Tse [12] showed that 22),( 74 =KCr  and 26),( 84 =KCr . In [10] 

Jayawardene and Rousseau proved that 21),( 65 =KCr . In [14] Schiermeyer proved that 

25),( 75 =KCr . In [2] and [9] Bani abedalruhman and Jaradat proved that 37),( 77 =KCr  

and 43),( 78 =KCr . In [7] Jaradat and Alzaleq proved that  50),( 88 =KCr . In 2009, 

Yaojun Chen, Edwin Cheng, and Ran Xu [17] proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.1. .36),( 86 =KCr  

2. The Main Results 

In this paper we establish an upper bound for the Ramsey number of ),( 96 KCr  by 

proving that 46),(41 96 ≤≤ KCr . It worth mentioning that, in proving our theorem, we 

follow the same proof that used in [8] by jaradat and Alzaleq. Our proof consists of a series 

of seven lemmas.  

 

Lemma 2.1. Let G be a graph of order 46 that contains neither 6C   nor an independent 

set of  9-elements. Then 10)( ≥Gδ . 
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Proof. Suppose not, that is, G contains a vertex, say u of degree less than 10. 

Then .361046][)( =−≥− uNGV By Theorem 1.1, 36),( 86 =KCr , as a result  

][uNG −  has an independent set consisting of 8 vertices. This set together with the vertex 

u is an independent set consisting of 9-vertices. So we have 9)( ≥Gα , and this contradicts 

the fact that 9)( <Gα . 

 

In the following five lemmas we assume that G is a graph of order 46 that contains no 

cycle of length 6 as a subgraph with minimum degree 10)( ≥Gδ  and 9)( <Gα . 

 

Lemma 2.2. If G contains 35 PK − , then 55)( ≥GV . 

 

Proof.  Let },,,,{ 54321 uuuuuU =  be the vertex set of 35 PK −  where the induced subgraph on 

},,,{ 4321 uuuu is isomorphic to 4K . Without loss of generality, assume that )(, 5251 GEuuuu ∈  Define 

UGR −=  and )()( RVuNU ii ∩=  for each 51 ≤≤ i . Since 10)( ≥Gδ ,  6≥iU  for all 

51 ≤≤ i . Since G contains no 6C , we have  φ=∩ ji UU   for all 51 ≤<≤ ji  except possibly for 

1=i   and 2=j . φ=),( ji UUE  for all 51 ≤<≤ ji , and φ=∩ )()( jRiR UNUN  for all 

51 ≤<≤ ji . From above, we have   

.33)137(}{)(
5

3

5

3
∑∑

=

=

=

=

=++≥∪∪
i

i

i

i
iiRi uUNU  Since G contains no cycle of order 6, we 

have φ=∩=∩ )()( 21 yNUxNU RR  for all  2Ux ∈  and 1Uy ∈ . 

Let }){)((}){)(( 222111 uUNUuUNUA RR ∪∪∪∪∪= . It suffices to show that 22≥A .  
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Now we consider two cases. 

Case1. φ≠− 21 UU   and  φ≠− 12 UU . Then  

.221111

}{)()(}{)()(

}){)((}){)((

2121212121

2121212121

=+≥

∪−∪−+∪−∪−=

∪−∪−∪∪−∪−≥

uUUNUUuUUNUU

uUUNUUuUUNUUA

RR
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Case2. φ=− 21 UU   or   φ=− 12 UU . Then 621 ≥∩UU . Since G contains no cycle 

of length 6, we have for any 21 UUyandx ∩∈ , φ=∩ )()( yNxN GG . And for 

any 21 UUx ∩∈ , 8)( ≥xNG . So, we have. 

 .488},{)( 2121

21

≥∩≥−∑
∩∈

UUuuxN
UUx

G  

 

Lemma 2.3. If G contains 4K , then G contains 35 PK − . 

Proof. Let },,,{ 4321 uuuuU =  be the vertex set of 4K . Define  UGR −=  and 

)()( RVuNU ii ∩=  for each  41 ≤≤ i . Since 10)( ≥Gδ ,  7≥iU  for all 41 ≤≤ i .  Now 

we consider the following cases. 

 

Case 1.  φ≠∩ ji UU   for some   41 ≤<≤ ji . 

Let  ji UUw ∩∈   where  41 ≤<≤ ji . Then G Contains 35 PK −  , as required.      

    

Case 2.  φ=∩ ji UU   for all   41 ≤<≤ ji . Since G contains no cycle of length 6, we 

have for all 41 ≤<≤ ji , φ=),( ji UUE , φ=∩ )()( jRiR UNUN  and 

) φ=)(),(( jRiR UNUNE . If 3)( 1 ≥>< GUα   and  GiU ><   are not complete for all 

,43,2 andi =  then we have 9)( ≥Gα . So we need to consider that at least one of 

GiU ><  is complete where ,43,2 andi =  or 2)( 1 ≤>< GUα . Now, if one of  GiU ><  
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for ,43,2 andi = is complete, say, GU >< 2   is complete, then GU >< 2  contains 5K  

because .72 ≥U  So G contains 35 PK − , and we are done. If 2)( 1 ≤>< GUα . We know 

that 10)( ≥Gδ , and 71 ≥U , since 7),( 43 =− eKKr   and 2)( 1 ≤>< GUα  then GU >< 1  

contains eK −4 , and so GuU >∪< }{ 11  contains eK −5 , and so G contains 35 PK − , as 

required.  

 

Lemma 2.4. If G contains 41 pK + , then G contains 4K . 

 

Proof. Let },,,,{ 54321 uuuuuU =  be the vertex set of 41 pK + , where 54324 uuuup =  is a 

path and )()( 14 uNPV ⊆ . Define  UGR −=  and )()( RVuNU ii ∩=  for each  51 ≤≤ i . 

Observe that 6≥iU  for all 51 ≤≤ i  because 10)( ≥Gδ .  Since G contains no cycle of 

order 6 we have, φ=∩ ji UU , φ=),( ji UUE , φ=∩ )()( jRiR UNUN  and 

) φ=)(),(( jRiR UNUNE  for all  52 ≤<≤ ji . If 3))(( 55 ≥>∪< GR UNUα   and  GiU ><   

are not complete for all ,43,2 andi = then we have 9)( ≥Gα . So we need to consider 

the case in which at least one of  GiU ><  for ,43,2 andi = is complete, or 

2))(( 55 ≤>∪< GUNUα . If one of  GiU ><  for  ,43,2 andi = is complete, say, 

GU >< 2   is complete, then GU >< 2  contains 5K , because 62 ≥U  So G contains 4K . If 

2))(( 55 ≤>∪< GR UNUα , we know that 10)( ≥Gδ   and   9)( 55 ≥∪ UNU R , since 

9),( 43 =KKr  we have GR UNU >∪< )( 55  contains 4K , and so G contains  4K , as 

required. 

 

Lemma 2.5. If G contains 31 pK + , then G contains 41 pK +   or 4K . 

 

Proof.  Let },,,{ 4321 uuuuU =  be the vertex set of 31 pK + , where 4323 uuup = is a path 

and )()( 13 uNPV ⊆ . If )(42 GEuu ∈ , then GU ><   is  4K  and hence we are done. So we 
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need to consider the case in which )(42 GEuu ∉ . We define  UGR −=  and 

)()( RVuNU ii ∩=  for each 41 ≤≤ i . Since 10)( ≥Gδ ,  7≥iU  for  1=i  and 3=i , 

8≥iU  for  2=i  and 4=i   . Now we consider the following cases: 

Case 1. φ=∩ ji UU   for all   42 ≤<≤ ji . 

Since G contains no cycle of order 6 we have, φ=∩ ji UU , φ=),( ji UUE and 

φ=∩ )()( jRiR UNUN  for all  42 ≤<≤ ji . If 3)( ≥>< GiUα  for all 

,43,2 andi = then we have 9)( ≥Gα . So we need to consider the case in which 

2)( ≤>< GiUα  for at least one  i , where .43,2 andi =  Say .2=i  We know that 

10)( ≥Gδ  and  62 ≥U , since 6),( 33 =KKr  and 2)( 2 ≤>< GUα  then GU >< 2  contains 

3K , and so GuU >∪< }{ 22  contains 4K , and so G contains 4K , as required. 

 

Case 2. φ≠∩ 21 UU , then G would have 41 pK + , as required.  

Case 3. φ≠∩ 31 UU  . 

 

Let 315 UUu ∩∈ . Now, if )(52 GEuu ∈ , then G contains 4K , hence we are done. So 

we assume that )(52 GEuu ∉ . Define },,,,{ 54321
' uuuuuU =  , '' UGR −=  and 

)()( '' RVuNU ii ∩=  for each  51 ≤≤ i .  Since G contains no cycle of length6, we 

have, φ=∩ 5
'

2
' UU , φ=∩ 4

'
2

' UU , φ=∩ 5
'

4
' UU , φ=),( 5

'
2

' UUE , φ=),( 4
'

2
' UUE  and 

φ=),( 5
'

4
' UUE . If 3)( ' ≥>< GiUα  for all ,54,2 andi =  then we have 9)( ≥Gα . So we 

need to consider the case in which 2)( ' ≤>< GiUα  for at least onei , where 

,54,2 andi =  we know that 10)( ≥Gδ .  8'
5 ≥U , 8'

2 ≥U  and 8'
4 ≥U   because 

)(52 GEuu ∉  and )(42 GEuu ∉ . Since 6),( 33 =KKr  and 2)( ' ≤>< GiUα  then GiU >< '  

contains 3K , and so Gii uU >∪< }{'  contains 4K , and so G contains 4K , as required.  

Case 4. φ≠∩ 41 UU , then G would have 41 pK + , as required. 
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would have 41 pK + , as required. Case 5. φ≠∩ 32 UU , then G 

Case 6.  φ≠∩ 43 UU , then G would have 41 pK + , as required. 

Case 7.  φ≠∩ 42 UU . 
 

Let 425 UUu ∩∈ . Now, if )(35 GEuu ∈ , then G contains 41 pK +  where 31 uK =  and  

,21454 uuuup =  hence we are done. So we may assume that )(35 GEuu ∉ . 

Define },,,,{ 54321
' uuuuuU =  , '' UGR −=  and )()( '' RVuNU ii ∩=  for each 51 ≤≤ i . 

Since G contains no cycle of length 6, we have, φ=∩ 3
'

2
' UU , φ=∩ 5

'
2

' UU , 

φ=∩ 5
'

3
' UU , φ=),( 3

'
2

' UUE , φ=),( 5
'

2
' UUE  and φ=),( 5

'
3
' UUE . If 3)( ' ≥>< GiUα  for 

all ,53,2 andi =  then we have 9)( ≥Gα . So we need to consider the case in which 

2)( ' ≤>< GiUα  for at least onei , where ,53,2 andi = we know that 10)( ≥Gδ . Thus, 

7'
2 ≥U , 7'

3 ≥U  and 7'
5 ≥U   because )(42 GEuu ∉  and )(53 GEuu ∉ . Since 

6),( 33 =KKr  and 2)( ' ≤>< GiUα  then GiU >< '  contains 3K , and so Gii uU >∪< }{'  

contains 4K , and so G contains 4K , as required. 
 

Lemma 2.6. If G contains 3K , then G contains 31 pK +   or 4K . 

 

Proof.  Let },,{ 321 uuuU =  be the vertex set of 3K . Define  UGR −=  and 

)()( RVuNU ii ∩=  for each  31 ≤≤ i . Since 10)( ≥Gδ ,  8≥iU  for all 31 ≤≤ i .  Now 

we consider the following cases: 

 

Case 1. φ≠∩ ji UU   for some 31 ≤<≤ ji , then  G contains 31 pK + , as required. 

 

Case 2. φ=∩ ji UU   for all   31 ≤<≤ ji . Let ii Uy ∈  31 ≤≤ i . Let },,{ 321 yyyY = . 

Define  )(' UYGR ∪−=   and  )()( 'RUyNY ii ∩= . Then   8≥iY  for all  31 ≤≤ i .  
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 Since G contains no cycle of length6, we have, φ=∩ ji YY  and φ=),( ji YYE  for all 

31 ≤<≤ ji . If 3)( ≥>< GiYα for all 31 ≤≤ i , then we have 9)( ≥Gα . So we need to 

consider the case in which 2)( ≤>< GiYα   for at least one  i , where .32,1 andi =  We 

know that 8≥iY , since  6),( 33 =KKr  we have  GY >< 1  contains 3K  . GyY >∪< }{ 11   

contains 4K .   Hence G contains either 4K , as required. 

 

Lemma 2.7. Let G be a graph of order 46 with 10)( ≥Gδ  and 9)( <Gα . Suppose that 

G does not have 6C  as a subgraph. Then G contains 3K . 

 

Proof. Suppose not, that is G contains no3K . Let ).(GVu ∈  Since 10)( ≥Gδ  then 

10)( ≥uN .Since G contains no 3K , then the induced subgraph GuN >< )(  is a null graph 

of order at least 10. Hence, .10)( ≥Gα  Contradiction with .9)( <Gα  
 

Theorem 2.1.  .46),(41 96 ≤≤ KCr  

 

Proof. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose  that G is a graph of order 46 which 

contains neither 6C   nor a 9-elements independent set. Then by Lemma 2.1, 10)( ≥Gδ . 

By Lemma 2.7, G contains 3K . Thus, by Lemma 2.6, 2.5, 2.4, 2.3 and 2.2, 55)( ≥GV , 

contradiction. Thus .46),( 96 ≤KCr  To prove .41),( 96 ≥KCr  Let 58KH =  observe that 

8)( =Hα  and does not contain a cycle of length 6 as a subgraph. Thus 41),( 96 ≥KCr , and 

hence 46),(41 96 ≤≤ KCr . The proof is complete. 
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